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How do Ingmar Bergman’s cinematic techniques illustrate his existential perspective and how it 

evolves throughout his career as a filmmaker? 
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Introduction 

Many people who view or have viewed the work of filmmaker Ingmar Bergman would 

be quick to say his films offer a bleak and dark existential perspective. As a person who 

thoroughly enjoys and has seen his films on numerous occasions, I have noticed a deeper, more 

subtle humanity behind the messages of his films. And, in noticing these nuances, I feel it is 

important and of significance to reveal and analyse Bergman’s subtlety. My research begs to ask 

the question as to how Bergman’s cinematic techniques display his perspective on life and the 

nuance of its evolution from film to film. Realizing Ingmar Bergman’s three main themes of 

focus throughout his films--death, faith, and sexuality--I decided to pick three films to best 

highlight these themes--The Seventh Seal, Winter Light, and Cries and Whispers. All of these 

films highlight unique aspects of Bergman’s existential perspective, each from a different point 

in his life and career. I wish to explain the filmmaker’s viewpoint and its evolution as best as 

possible by not only analysing his works, but also his own words from interviews and 

biographical writings. This is worthy of investigation because, while Ingmar Bergman’s films 

have been analysed and critiqued a myriad of times already, none have really connected his films 

to his personal beliefs to an extent I find satisfying.  
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Ingmar Bergman’s existential perspective is informed primarily by his experiences and 

his personal beliefs, as most people’s would be. This is evident through not only his films, but 

also explicitly and directly through his own words. In Images: My Life in Film, Bergman writes 

about his creation of The Seventh Seal, “Since at the time I was still very much in a quandary 

over religious faith, I placed my two opposing beliefs side by side, allowing each to state its case 

in its own way. In this manner, a virtual cease-fire could exist between my childhood piety and 

my newfound harsh rationalism” (235). Through this quote, one is able to see the true extent to 

which Bergman presents his beliefs through film, and that his existential perspective is informed 

by his evolution as a person. As he states, his viewpoints as a child are ever present in his works. 

Perhaps it is this subtle inclusion that creates the nuanced progression of personal perspective in 

his films, or perhaps Bergman’s subtlety is truly unintentional. Either way, it is apparent that 

Ingmar Bergman’s perspective on life evolves through his various focuses on death, faith, and 

sexuality through his utilization of cinematic techniques. 

 

The prevalence of death is obvious in the work of Ingmar Bergman. It is inescapable, 

whether it’s through the literal personification of Death in The Seventh Seal or through the 

suffering and torment of Agnes’ death in Cries and Whispers. “That which had formerly been so 

enigmatic and frightening, namely, what might exist beyond this world, does not exist. 

Everything is of this world. Everything exists and happens inside us, and we flow into and out of 

one another. It’s perfectly fine like that” (Bergman 238). Bergman makes it known that death 

was an aspect of life that truly haunted and followed him in his early years, but began to realize 
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the beauty of existence in our world. There is evidence of this fact throughout his various works, 

especially through his cinematic manipulation of focus, angle, and mise-en-scene. 

 

 

Figure A1 

 

 

Figure A2 

 

Focus is manipulated by Bergman often to reveal the importance of an image or 

representation of the theme of death. Focus is utilized by Bergman in the portrayal of death 
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specifically because he uses it to highlight images and symbols representing his existential 

perspective. In the beginning of The Seventh Seal, Antonius and Jöns stop in their horseback 

travel to ask a man directions to an inn (Figure A1). Jöns quickly discovers the man is a corpse 

by approaching him. The initial shot is in deep depth of field, exposing the vast surrounding 

environment. This however, turns quickly to a shallow depth of field, as Jöns approaches the 

man, and then to yet shallower as he sees the man is a corpse. This succession of focus is utilized 

to show the very progression of death’s approach, and it is in this scene that Bergman’s 

childhood fear of death is materialized. At the end of Winter Light, where, just as the film began, 

Tomas begins a service, this time for an empty Church (Figure A2). Bergman employs focus to 

accentuate Tomas as a person who has fallen into the monotony of life, yet cannot escape due to 

his religious quandaries. Instead of finding comfort in the fact that we are only of this world like 

Bergman, Tomas is unable to accept this and, although he is troubled by it like Jonas Persson, 

Tomas is unable to accept either God’s silence if he exists or his nonexistence. Focus, in terms of 

the theme of death, is used by Bergman to demonstrate his early perspective of existential fear 

through centralizing images. 
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Figure A3 

 

 

Figure A4 

 

Bergman manipulates angle to convey the power of a symbol or character in response to 

death to illustrate his existential viewpoints. In The Seventh Seal, Block walks off after realizing 

that life isn’t always a burden from Jof and Mia’s innocent happiness and Death stops him; they 

return to their game of chess. Block laughs to pretend as though he has strategized to beat Death, 
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but really has no plan. Eye-level angle is used in this scene to show Block and Death as equal 

opponents and to lessen Death’s status as above humanity (Figure A3). A high angle is used to 

sweep from Death to Block over the chessboard, showing the back-and-forth nature of their 

game, and therefore, Bergman is trying to reveal, life itself. This scene demonstrates Bergman’s 

belief that death is not something to fear but to find comfort in, as the eye-level angle is used to 

humanize Death. Within Winter Light, Bergman realizes his childhood fear of death again. This 

is evident when Tomas paces the Church and passes a decorative emblem hanging on the wall 

with a skull and crossbones (Figure A4). A shift from eye-level to low angle is utilized to show 

how Tomas is realizing that death is unavoidable and is all around him, taunting him in his time 

of crisis. Generally, Bergman uses angle so as to convey the impact and influence of death in his 

films, which is supplemented by his personal existential beliefs. 

 

Figure A5 
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Figure A6 

 

 

Figure A7 

 

Mise-en-scene is perhaps the most poignant cinematic device in the theme of death, used 

by Bergman to create symbols that represent his existential perspective. The very first image in 

The Seventh Seal of a raven flying in the sky is used deliberately to establish the theme of death 
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in the film (Figure A5). With its position above the camera, flying high up in the clouds, 

Bergman conveys his message of the inescapability of death and demonstrates his fear of death 

from a young age. Märta’s eczema, specifically that of her hands, is used as a symbol for death 

within Winter Light (Figure A6). Tomas is disgusted by her rashes, treating her callously and 

coldly as if she weren’t important to him. This scene plays with both Bergman’s youthful fear of 

death, in Tomas’ fear of Märta’s condition, and opposes his belief that existence is a beautiful 

thing, in Tomas’ disgust with her. The white rose within Cries and Whispers is a more direct and 

obvious symbol. In a particular scene, Agnes sniffs a rose deeply before collapsing her head into 

her hands (Figure A7). Through Agnes’ fear of death in this scene, we are able to see Bergman’s 

aforementioned childhood fears realized. This scene is also especially poignant in displaying 

Bergman’s perspective on existence, specifically his belief that existence is beautiful through the 

beauty and liveliness of the white rose. Ingmar Bergman uses mise-en-scene in a very distinctive 

way, utilizing it to create symbols that illustrate his existential perspective. 

 

Like death, faith was something that truly perplexed Ingmar Bergman in his lifetime, and 

was also similarly tangible in his films. Faith was an intrinsic aspect of Bergman’s life from an 

early age, as his father was a Christian preacher who made religion a focal point of his family 

(Bergman 231). He describes his faith in his belief that “a human being carries his or her own 

holiness which lies within the realm of the earth; there are no otherworldly explanations” (238). 

However, Bergman often states in Images that his former religious beliefs often resurface in his 

works as a counter argument of sorts. It is this lingering piety that adds subtlety to Bergman’s 

works and casts the image of his evolution as not only a filmmaker but as a person; through the 
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cinematic utilities of framing, angle, and mise-en-scene, his subtlety and evolution are both made 

more obvious to the viewer. 

 

Figure B1 

 

 

Figure B2 

 

Framing is used by Bergman to emphasize the importance of an image or accentuate its 

position in terms of Bergman’s existential perspective regarding faith. In The Seventh Seal, 

Bergman utilizes framing in the scene where Jof stops juggling, smiles, turns to see the Virgin 

Mary with baby Jesus walking through the field, and wipes his eyes as if he is dreaming (Figure 
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B1). A medium frame is used on Jof to emphasize his emotions of happiness while an extreme 

wide frame is used on the Virgin Mary to portray her as an intangible vision, like her position in 

the shot is indicative of her presence in the lives of the characters in the film. Furthermore, this is 

indicative of Bergman’s former religious beliefs, they are shown as distant visions of fantasy, 

and seem unreal when compared to his rationalism. Winter Light presents a unique framing scene 

when Algot enters the back pastoral room to talk to Tomas, who is impatient and quick with the 

sexton and dismisses him (Figure B2). Close-up framing is used to exaggerate Tomas’ sheer pain 

in his struggle with faith. This painful face is especially poignant when compared with Algot’s 

innocence, as the comparison demonstrates the saying “ignorance is bliss”. Algot’s innocent 

ignorance allows him to live fruitfully, while Tomas’ focus on the fruitlessness of belief lead him 

to nothing but pain. This scene demonstrates a direct example of two opposing and conflicting 

beliefs within Bergman that demonstrate his existential evolution: Algot’s innocence as child 

Bergman’s innocence and Tomas’ rationalism as adult Bergman’s rationalism. Framing unveils 

the subtlety and nuances of Bergman’s existential perspective in terms of faith. 

 

 

Figure B3 
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Figure B4 

 

Bergman’s existential perspective through faith is often shown through angle so as to 

convey a character’s religious perspective, and, often, therefore, Bergman’s as well. Angle is 

used to either bear down on or raise up the respective character, and this often reveals a truth 

about Ingmar Bergman himself. In Winter Light, angle is utilized in the very beginning Church 

service where Tomas slowly distributes the host and the wine to his congregates who are huddled 

around the altar (Figure B3). Low angle is used to make Tomas seem like a more bearing 

presence. This introduces us to Tomas’ looking down on his congregation in pity. Jonas is shot at 

a high angle because he is the only one who realizes and feels the weight of the world 

existentially. This scene amplifies and bolsters Bergman’s own belief that nothing exists beyond 

our world; there is no otherworldly holiness. The Seventh Seal sees another example of 

Bergman’s perspective through angle in the scene where Block talks with the woman accused of 

starting the plague and realizes she has not seen the devil (Figure B4). The girl is then taken by 

the soldiers and set on fire, realizing in the process of death that her faith has been a lie. When 
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Block asks the girl, he is shown from a high angle to exaggerate his helpless quest for answers. 

The girl is shot at a high angle when she is tied to be burned as she realizes her fear. Block is 

shown low here, showing that his knowledge of death has given him some control, just as 

Bergman found solace in the fact that holiness exists only in existence and that there is nothing 

beyond us. 

 

 

Figure B5 
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Figure B6 

 

 

Figure B7 

 

Mise-en-scene is used by Bergman intentionally to convey important images that 

represent his existential views. Bergman’s perspective is best seen through his meticulous 

settings and placements of deliberate symbols. A potent scene in The Seventh Seal filled with 

intentional mise-en-scene decisions is when those that punish and whip themselves enter the 
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town, interrupting Jof and Mia’s performance (Figure B5). Some carry a large crucifix. The 

townsfolk kneel as they enter, and they are told the black death will kill them all. The crucifix is 

used to symbolize the agony of faith. The whips are shown to emphasize how people search for 

something to blame, and how often they blame themselves. This is an allegory for faith, as we 

search for answers to things that cannot be explained beyond existence. Demonstrative of 

Bergman’s belief that there is nothing beyond our world of existence, this scene best conveys 

Bergman’s perspective on religion and faith. In Winter Light, Tomas struggles with “God’s 

silence”, looking out the window, as Märta persists in her quest for his love (Figure B6). The 

window is especially important, it’s as if Tomas is looking out of it waiting for God to speak to 

break his excruciating silence. Märta’s hopeless love for Tomas is compared to Tomas’ hopeless 

love of God through her kissing him and his failure to kiss her back. Just as God does not 

acknowledge Tomas, Tomas does not acknowledge Märta. Tomas actually turns his cheek away 

from her, a direct symbol. This directly opposes Bergman’s belief that a human being carries 

their own holiness, and Bergman shows through this use of mise-en-scene the dangers of not 

recognizing this inner holiness. Within Cries and Whispers, Bergman presents an image when 

Anna prepares for her day, she prays to her dead daughter, and looks at a picture of her while 

eating an apple (Figure B7). The apple evokes a religious symbol, the “forbidden fruit” of Adam 

and Eve. As she eats the apple, it symbolizes her desire to be with her daughter through God. 

This scene represents Bergman’s early belief in Christianity, and acts to contrast Bergman’s later 

comfort in existing without otherworldly explanations. Bergman notes through this scene that 

despite his views, others find can find comfort in their own faiths. Bergman presents his 

existential ideas through the guise of mise-en-scene in deliberate symbols. 
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Sexuality is a curious theme in Bergman’s work; while it is quite apparent and prevalent, 

it is simultaneously evasive and uneasy to grasp. And while Bergman often mentions his 

flirtation with this theme, he never truly, openly discussed his sexual beliefs. Emma Wilson, a 

film scholar, writes in her essay “Love and Death”, “His unique capture of his actresses’ 

sensuality, of female skin, elasticity and softness, has been enmeshed in multiple narratives of 

his love affairs and erotic fascination, while it is also part of his plastic, psychologically sensitive 

vision as a filmmaker”. Although this information is indirect, it does in a sense validate the 

presence of sexuality as a theme in the films of Ingmar Bergman. Furthermore, it establishes 

sexuality as a central focus of Bergman’s artistry and psychological perspective. Again through 

framing, angle, and mise-en-scene, Ingmar Bergman makes his existential perspective through 

sexuality more recognizable. 

 

 

Figure C1 
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↓ 

 

Figure C2 

 

Bergman utilizes framing to represent his existential perspective sexually so as to suggest 

the intimacy or lack thereof between his characters, ultimately implying a certain experiential 

belief of his. The proximity of the camera to the subject is used to emphasize the connection 

involved in the intimacy. Near the end of Winter Light, Bergman manipulates framing when Olof 

the organist warns Märta against staying for Tomas, speaking of how love proves God’s 

existence and how the Church has fallen with Tomas after his wife’s death (Figure C1). The 
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camera fits Olof and Märta very near to each other in a close-up so as to suggest a sort of 

seduction or temptation. This scene reveals how Bergman criticizes masculinity, showing how 

men’s actions are often driven by sexuality. One of Bergman’s more famous manipulations of 

sexuality through framing comes in Cries and Whispers when Karin takes the shard of glass she 

took from her husband’s broken wine glass and puts it in her vagina (Figure C2). She smears the 

blood on her face after entering the bedroom. Bergman cuts the camera from a wide shot to a 

close-up, emphasizing the gravity of Karin’s actions and suggesting through her actions that the 

premise of marriage is “a tangle of lies,” as Karin states. Bergman states in this scene his belief 

that matrimony is a ludicrous concept, especially in its Victorian-esque restrictions placed on 

woman through societal expectations. Framing is employed by Bergman to convey his existential 

messages on sexuality through emphasis on character actions. 

 

 

Figure C3 
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Figure C4 

 

Angle is applied by Bergman to sexuality in order to establish a power dynamic during in 

intimate scenes. A clear example of this comes through The Seventh Seal when Jöns threatens to 

rape the servant girl immediately after saving her (Figure C3). Bergman uses a slight low angle 

here to show Jöns’ power over her as he gropes her. Bergman suggests in this scene the 

previously mentioned belief of his that men are driven by sex and often harass women with their 

testosterone. In Cries and Whispers, Bergman employs angle when Agnes remembers her mother 

caressing her face (Figure C4). In this scene a high angle is used to show that despite the actions’ 

loving implications, it also implies a sense of disconnect and dissonance. Bergman often conveys 

moments of disconnect during intimacy, so as to show that despite physicality, humans often are 

disconnected emotionally even in the most intimate of acts. 
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Figure C5 

 

 

Figure C6 

 

Driving most of Bergman’s themes is mise-en-scene, and sexuality is no exception; 

Bergman exploits deliberate props and symbols to represent his existential ideas. In The Seventh 

Seal, sexual symbols are used by Bergman when Plog, the blacksmith, is interrupted by Lisa, his 

wife, while in the middle of threatening Skat for taking her away from him (Figure C5). Lisa 
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uses herself as a weapon against Plog, her body to coerce him to tranquility; Bergman is saying 

that women can weaponize their sexuality to manipulate men. Plog is meant to represent man in 

how easy it is to manipulate his emotions. Sexuality, represented through Lisa, confuses man and 

bends his will. Cries and Whispers presents another important sexual symbol through Maria’s 

red dress to seduce David the doctor (Figure C6). The color red here is used to emphasize 

seduction and romantic energy, and the dress is a physical manifestation of Bergman’s formerly 

represented idea of women using their sexuality as a weapon. This theme of sexuality being a 

weapon against men is further emphasized later through Joakim, Maria’s husband, stabbing 

himself with a dagger in the abdomen. This is representative of this weaponization of sexuality: 

the piercing nature of infidelity and the destructive nature of marriage. Mise-en-scene drives the 

symbols within Bergman’s films, helping to establish his sense of existential perspective. 

 

While each film of Bergman’s mentioned are extremely effective when viewed 

collaboratively in a constructive matter, each film has its own set of strengths and personal 

messages that deserve to be unearthed. 

The Seventh Seal sees an amalgamation of Bergman’s themes of death and faith, and it 

demonstrates Bergman’s warring past and later existential beliefs. From his childhood piety, 

Bergman presents the religious images of the Virgin Mary and child Jesus Christ. And in the 

character of Jof, the actor who envisions these images and whom Bergman says represents his 

child self, there exists a reminder of the influence Bergman’s preacher father’s religious faith 

ingrained in the filmmaker as a boy (Bergman 238). And within the darkness that is the image of 

the plague of Black Death, we see the direct contrast of Bergman’s newer, rational perspective. 
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While the plague spreads and kills many of the characters, Sir Antonius Block asks God why he 

is silent. This is where Bergman’s personal beliefs become prevalent, as he writes, “I maintained 

that every conception of a divine god created by human beings must be a monster, a monster 

with two faces…” (238). If a god exists and remains silent in this most horrific time in human 

history, Bergman asks how this god can be anything but a monster. In The Seventh Seal, we see 

the presentation of two arguments, and it is through these opposing perspectives that one 

recognizes the evolution of the existential perspective of Ingmar Bergman. 

Through Winter Light, Bergman pushes his existential perspective to the forefront 

through the theme of faith, demonstrating primarily a religious evolution that he experienced in 

his life, albeit much differently than the character of Tomas. As mentioned previously, 

Bergman’s puberty and early adulthood saw the realization of several existential fears, and also 

saw a shift from Christianity to rationalism. This shift is very much present in Tomas, whom 

regresses from a character searching for any reason to cling to his old religious beliefs. Just as 

Tomas struggles to find sense in his realization that God doesn’t exist, Bergman struggled in 

early adulthood to find his faith. And, while Bergman soon found comfort in the fact that there 

are no otherworldly explanations, Tomas becomes bitter and hateful, resenting himself and 

existence itself. It is in this story that one finds a cautionary tale from Bergman, that elaborates 

and expounds upon his existential perspective, particularly his evolution through faith. 

Bergman’s Cries and Whispers focuses primarily on the themes of sexuality and death, 

enlightening the audience with ideas of Bergman’s existential mind. This film is not very 

focused on Bergman’s evolution of perspective, but rather serves to flesh out his perspective and 

supplement it with fresh rationalistic beliefs of his. Bergman uses, primarily, the color red as a 
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cohesive element in this film. “In the screenplay, I say that I have thought of the color red as the 

interior of the soul. When I was a child, I saw the soul as a shadowy dragon, blue as smoke, 

hovering like an enormous winged creature, half bird, half fish. But inside the dragon everything 

was red” (Bergman 90). Realizing Bergman’s perspective on the color red, one is able to see that 

this film is truly about human struggles, especially those of the feminine variety through his 

primarily female cast. Bergman creates symbols of gender significance that correspond to his 

existential perspective; an example being the ridiculousness of marriage corresponding with his 

belief that we flow in and out of one another (which implies that we should not tether ourselves 

in this existence). This example has obvious ties to Bergman’s personal evolution, as he was 

married numerous times in his lifetime: 5 times, to be exact. Cries and Whispers sees Bergman 

expose his sexual perspectives regarding existentialism, especially his notions of marriage, 

gender roles, and the female body in general. 
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Conclusion 

How do Ingmar Bergman’s cinematic techniques illustrate his existential perspective and 

how it evolves throughout his career as a filmmaker? 

 

Ingmar Bergman’s cinematic techniques are used to emphasize symbols, images, 

characters, and actions within his films The Seventh Seal, Winter Light, and Cries and Whispers. 

Bergman presents several aspects of his existential perspective within his films, especially 

exploiting his previous life perspectives so as to depict the evolution of his perspective and to 

form a subtle argument of the warring ideas in his mind: Christianity vs. rationalism, fear of 

death vs. acceptance of existence, and masculine sexual drive vs. feminine seduction.  After 

analysing and reducing the messages of Bergman, I now realize how he manipulates the camera, 

through focus, framing, angle, and mise-en-scene, so as to explain his personal evolution in 

perspective from childhood to adulthood. This was unexpected, however, as I assumed Bergman 

might show a more immediate evolution from film to film, and rather I found a coherence in 

their narratives through the crises of death, faith, and sexuality. This leaves an unresolved 

question, however: To what extent are Ingmar Bergman’s existential beliefs consistent through 

his career as a filmmaker? 
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